
 

 



          Mounting instructions and hardware guide for part # 9355 

                                      CF Moto Z Force 1000 

Step  One: Remove all of the factory plastic guards, including the front and rear A arms. There is also a 

stamped metal piece bolted to the frame below the engine. This piece is to be removed as well. It is held 

on by four bolts. You also need to remove the two bolts that secure the hitch, these bolts come from the 

bottom of the machine, and the nuts are on top of the hitch. The hitch does not need to be removed. 

These holes will be used to mount your rear skid. 

Step Two:  It’s easiest to install the plates from the rear to the front, due to the overlap of the belly 

skids. Take your 930R skid and set it into place. Secure it using the supplied bolts and cup washers to the 

mounts in the frame. Leave these loose for now.  

Step Three: Take your 8x60 bolts and with a HD washer run those through the very rear mounts on the 

skid. Place an M8 washer over the threads and start the supplied nylock nut. Leave these loose for now. 

Step Four: Take you Bar Clamp and set it into position to line up with the mounting holes in the 930R 

skid that are second closest to the rear. Use anti seize on these bolts. Start the bolts, and leave them 

loose for now. 

Step Five: Make sure the slots in the front of the 930R plate line up with the mounting holes in the 

frame. Adjust the plate if necessary. Now you can take your 930M plate and get it into position. Start all 

of the cup washers and bolts. Make sure all of the cup washers will fully seat. Adjust the plate if 

necessary. Once your plates are in the proper position you can tighten all of the bolts you have installed 

so far. 

Step Six: To mount your top plate take your bar clamp and place it in the frame. Put your 930T plate into 

position, line up the bar clamp with the mounting holes and start the two rear bolts. Use anti seize on 

these and leave loose for now. Now you can mount the two 1” clamps on the horizontal bar on the 

frame near the top of the front skid. Use anti seize on these bolts, and get both front bolts started. Now 

make sure the plate is all the way back and against the frame, and tighten the two front mounts first. 

After these are tight tighten the rear mounts. 

Step Seven: To mount the floor board skids remove the three bolts that secure the plastic to the frame 

from under the machine. Now you can set all three of your bar clamps into the channels on the frame. 

Now you can get your 930FB plate into position and start the bolts. There is an access hole in the plate 

in front of all three bar clamp locations. Use this hole to get your finger in there to align the clamp to the 

mounting holes. Use anti seize on all of these bolts. Leave these bolts loose for now. Now you can take 

you 6x25 bolts and washers and start those bolts in the spots you removed the factory bolts from. You 

may have to push on the plastic in order to clear the hole to get the bolts started. Adjust the plate for 

the best fit, and tighten all of the hardware. It is the same for both sides. 

 

 

 



Step Eight: To mount you front A arm skid take your 935AF plate and get it into position. 

Take your 6x16 flange bolt and washers and start this bolt into the thread that is already on the a arm. 

Leave this loose for now. Now hang your two clamps , line them up with the mounting holes and start 

your bolts. Use anti seize on these bolts. Now you need to check for clearance all the way around the a 

arm skid. With the wheels off of the ground, and the suspension completely unloaded turn the steering 

wheel to full lock, and check the clearance all around you’re A arm skid. Turn the wheel in the other 

direction to full lock, and re check the clearance. Adjust the plate if necessary, and then tighten all of the 

bolts. It is the same procedure for both sides. 

Step Nine: Now you can get your rear a arm skids into position, The corner of the A arm skid that has the 

large radius needs to go inboard, and face forward to clear the brake hose. Mount the plate using 4) 835 

clamps, and bolts. Use anti seize on all of these bolts. After getting all of the bolts started, adjust the 

plate for the best fit and tighten the bolts. It is the same procedure for both sides.  

If you are installing the hybrid set, you will simply get the plates into position and mount them by using 

the supplied cup washers and bolts, and secure the plastic plates to the aluminum plates by the riv nuts 

that are pre installed. This will complete your installation. We also have a video on our you tube channel 

demonstrating the installation procedure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



           Hardware List for part# 9355 CF Moto Z Force 1000 

930T                                                                                      935AR 

2) 1” Clamps                                                                                      8) 835 Clamps 

2) 8x35 Torx Bolts                                                                             8) 8x20 Torx Bolts 

1) 700-40 Bar Clamps                                                                      8) M8 Washers 

2) 8x25 Torx Bolts                                                                            930FB 

4) M8 Washers                                                                                 6) 700-40 Bar Clamps 

930M                                                                                                12) 8x30 Torx Bolts 

11) 833 Cup Washers                                                                    12) M8 Washers 

11) 6x16 Flange Bolts                                                                      4) 6x25 Torx Bolts 

930R                                                                                                   4) M6 HD Washers 

5) 833 Cup Washers                                                                        4) ¼” Lock Washers 

5) 6x16 Flange Bolts 

1) 700-07 Bar Clamps 

2) 8x30 Torx Bolts 

2) 8x60 Torx Bolts 

2) M8 HD Washers 

2) M8 Nylock Nuts 

4) M8 Washers 

935AF 

4) 1 1/8 Clamps 

4) 8x25 Torx Bolts 

4) M8 Washers 

2) 6x16 Flange Bolts 



 


